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‘The Last Waltz’ topped the UK chart in 1967 and was
one of singer Engelbert Humperdinck’s biggest hits -
selling over a million copies and holding the No.1 spot
for five weeks. 

Although the Easy Keyboard Library provides only an
abridged arrangement, the original lyric tells the story
of a couple’s first and last dance together as romance
blossoms... and then fades. 

Preparation

1 Select  a  style
Tyros4 and Tyros5’s Ballroom category has a lovely style 
called ‘Vocal Waltz’ that’s purpose made for this song.  If 
your keyboard doesn’t have this choose another swingy 
3/4 style.

Tip: One way to choose a style is to listen to the INTROs. 
If the Intro flows into the song naturally you’ve probably 

found the right one.
Set the tempo between 89 and 92 beats per minute (bpm)

2 Check  that  the  OTS  LINK  button  is  switched  off.
This prevents the One Touch Settings from changing each 
time you change to a different style variation.

3 Switch  on  the  AUTO  FILL-IIN  button.
This helps to bring a little extra ‘life’ and variety to the 
accompaniment by triggering a fill-in pattern whenever you
select a new style variation ‘A’, ‘B’, ‘C’ or ‘D’.

4 Select  a  Vibraphone  sound  for  the  melody.
I chose the Sweet! Vibraphone because its clear bell-like 
sound contrasts nicely with the accompaniment - and, 
particularly when used with a sustain pedal, its gentle 
percussive quality suits the lilting flow of the opening lines 
of the music. 

5 Check  the  ACMP  button  is  switched  on
Then select the ‘INTRO 2’, ‘MAIN B’ and ‘SYNC START’ 
buttons. I decided to use Intro 2 (the medium length Intro 
option) to start the piece because I wanted to keep the 
longer Intro 3 for later.

Performance notes

1 Play  the  first  chord  to  trigger  the  accompaniment.
It’s tempting to play an F major chord to trigger the intro 
because the first written chord in the EKL arrangement is 
‘F’.  The key signature, however, tells us that the piece is 
actually in C Major... so this is the chord we should use.  

Tip: Don’t change the chord until the intro has finished 
playing because, if you do, the instrument will lose its 
reference point and the intro will sound wrong.

2 Lyric: “I  wondered,  should  I  go,  or  should  I  stay...”
As the Intro comes to a close pick up the arrangement at 
the first line of the lyric above.  At this point you should be 
playing the first line of the song - using style variation B as 
the accompaniment to the Sweet! Vibraphone melody voice.

3 Lyric: “I  had  the  last  waltz...”
At the chorus section select the Main ‘C’ style variation and
call up the Cocktail Piano voice from the Piano category to
replace the Vibraphone.

Tip: If you can press the ‘C’ style variation button at the 
start of the bar before the chorus begins (on the word 
“shy”) you’ll trigger the fill-in in the correct place to carry 
the accompaniment smoothly to the next variation.  It will 
also give you a little more time to be ready with the 
Cocktail Piano.

As with the vibraphone, a foot-switch will give you control 
over the length of the piano voice’s sustain.  CVP series 
Clavinovas already have this function built in as one of the 
standard piano pedals - but if you don’t have one (or a 
foot-switch) you may still like to switch on the SUSTAIN 
button for a fixed sustain level. 

4 Lyric: “the  last  waltz  should  last  forever...”
Play through to the end of the piece using the same 
setting.  Then, just before you reach the last bar (on the  
“for-” of “forever”) press INTRO 3. 

Make sure you’re playing the chord C Major as the Intro 
begins - then let the keyboard take over for the next eight 
bars.  This ‘solo’ section will form a ‘bridge’ between the 
end of the written arrangement and the point we’re going 
to pick it up again for a final reprise of the chorus. 
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5 Lyric: “I  had  the...”
As INTRO 3 draws to a close, return to a point 17 bars 
before the end of the written score - where the lyric “I had 
the last waltz” appears.

If you start to play “I had the...” as the last bar of the Intro 
is playing you’ll keep the timing of the piece just right. 

6 Lyric: “last  waltz  with  you...”
At this point change the style variation to ‘D’ and switch on
the HARMONY button to create some big right hand 
chords for the piano voice.

Tip:  You may like to check the harmony setting by 
pressing DIRECT ACCESS > HARMONY to display the 
HARMONY/ECHO page on the screen.  The setting 
illustrated below works well... 

7 Lyric: “the  last  waltz  should  last  forever...”
As you reach the last chord of the piece press ENDING 3 
to round off the arrangement in style. 

Chords (optional)

If you’d like to add a few extra chords into your music begin
by numbering the bars in the Easy Keyboard Library
arrangement.  Start at bar 1 and number each bar - finishing at
bar 48.  Next, write these chords into the music score at the
appropriate bar numbers...

Tyros5 owners

Having selected the Vocal Waltz style I used two of Tyros5’s
One Touch Settings to create the Vibraphone and Cocktail
Piano settings - although I changed the Harmony setting of the
piano for the final chorus as shown above.

A Music Finder set for the entire ‘The Sixties’ 
Easy Keyboard Library book is available to download 

(price £2.50) at www.yamaha-club.net/shop
Select the ‘Music Finder’ category in the side column.

1:   FM7 2:  3:   Em7 4:   Em7   /   Ebm7 

5:   Dm7 6:   G7 7:   C 8:   Gm7  /   E7b5

9:    FM7 10:    11:  Em7 12:  Em7   /   Ebm7    

13:  Dm7 14:  G7 15:  C 16:  G7  

17:  C 18: 19:  F 20: 

21:  G 22:  Gaug 23:  C 24:  G7 

25:  C 26:  Caug 27:  F 28:  Dm 

29:  G7 30: 31:  C 32:  G7

33:  C 34:   35:  F 36:  Dm7

37:  G 38:  Gaug 39:  C 40:  G7

41:  C 42:  Caug 43:  F 44:  Dm7

45:  G7 46: 47:  C 48: 

The Thirties - Tyros4/5
EKLMF_001

The Forties - Tyros4/5
EKLMF_004

The Fifties - Tyros4/5
EKLMF_002

The Seventies - Tyros4/5
EKLMF_005

The Sixties - Tyros4/5
EKLMF_003

Buy five Easy Keyboard Library Music Finder sets 
for Tyros4 or Tyros5 - supplied on a USB stick for £20 
inc. USB stick, printed information sheets, postage and packing
(Available from Yamaha Club. Please state model - Tyros4 or Tyros5 - music books not included)

Now onNow on
USB!USB!

Online: www.yamaha-club.net/shop                                                                            Tel: 01246 290454


